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Abstract—Automated evaluation of handwritten answers has
been a challenging problem for scaling the education system
for many years. Speeding up the evaluation remains as the
major bottleneck for enhancing the throughput of instructors.
This paper describes an effective method for automatically
evaluating the short descriptive handwritten answers from
the digitized images. Our goal is to evaluate a student’s
handwritten answer by assigning an evaluation score that is
comparable to the human-assigned scores. Existing works in
this domain mainly focused on evaluating handwritten essays
with handcrafted, non-semantic features. Our contribution is
two-fold: 1) we model this problem as a self-supervised, featurebased classification problem, which can fine-tune itself for each
question without any explicit supervision. 2) We introduce the
usage of semantic analysis for auto-evaluation in handwritten
text space using the combination of Information Retrieval
and Extraction (IRE) and, Natural Language Processing (NLP)
methods to derive a set of useful features. We tested our method
on three datasets created from various domains, using the help
of students of different age groups. Experiments show that our
method performs comparably to that of human evaluators.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
Handwritten document analysis is explored in various
ways in computer vision. Recent advances in deep learning
and NLP has facilitated such tasks [1]. One such need is
to automate the evaluation of students handwritten answers
in schools and colleges. Scalable and reliable methods for
evaluating the student performances critically lack in today’s
massive virtual as well as sizable real classrooms. As a result, instructors have to resort to simple boolean or multiplechoice questions. It is a known fact that the handwritten
responses are a reliable means to check the comprehension
levels and the expressive skills of the students [2]. They
also reflect the student’s traits (e.g., concentration, logical
organization of the thoughts, etc.) in a useful way. Evaluating
large numbers of handwritten answers from student tests is
a time-consuming, monotonous and costly task. An effective
automatic evaluation system can contribute a lot to the
teaching/learning process in different ways. Such a solution
can prune the answers from a large class to a smaller
number, and use the limited human resources judiciously.
Even minimal support from the automatic evaluation system,
like keyword highlighting, can speed up the evaluation task.
Instructors can also provide a quick glimpse of evaluation
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Figure 1: We try to assign a quantitative score to a handwritten answer that matches with the score assigned by a human
evaluator. The figure depicts two examples where answers
from datasets evaluated by a human evaluator and by our
assistive evaluation framework. To evaluate automatically,
we match the keywords that are present in the textual
reference answer (blue box) as well as those that are not
directly provided (orange).

and feed-backs from the students before giving a final
evaluation score.
Solving a similar problem such as evaluation of handwritten essays was earlier attempted using scoring features
derived from reading comprehension research [3]. However,
such features may not be effective when dealing with handwritten short answers, where students answers are usually
limited to a few keywords. In this work, we tried to design
a solution that helps in automatic evaluation of the answers
as illustrated in Figure 1. Unlike text-based automated
short answer evaluation, where performance of automated
evaluation has seen a great boost using keyword recognition
by word embedding, this task has been rarely pursued. As
highlighted in the figure, we detect the keywords which
include (a) keywords from the textual reference answer and
(b) semantically relevant keywords obtained using information retrieval and (NLP) methods, to derive the evaluation

score. Our results show that our method score predictions
are on par to human evaluation scores. We believe that such
an automatic evaluation solution can help the large-scale
evaluation that the modern educational systems demand.
We limit our attention to evaluating the handwritten answers digitized as images. Our use case is an online system
where students upload the handwritten answers as images
digitized by their mobile phones or a scanner. As a preprocessing step, we segmented the handwritten datasets into
word images and annotated them with their equivalent text. It
helped us to concentrate only on the aspect of the automated
evaluation of students answers and not dealing with issues of
automated word segmentation from handwritten documents.
We borrowed ideas from information retrieval, document
image analysis and NLP for automated assessment. In the
rest of the paper, we present (i) a word spotting based
automatic evaluation solution based on the deep learned
features (Section II). (ii) A self-supervised enhancement of
the word spotting (Section III-A). (iii) A set of features
in the image space that captures the semantics and scores
computable in the image space (Section III-D) and, (iv)
experimental validation on a set of student answers from
a real classroom (Section IV).
A. Related Works
Automated evaluation of assessments is an active area of
research in the text domain. A multitude of measures were
proposed for computing similarity between the reference answer and the candidate answer in the past, based on semantic
content features [4], [5]. Various linguistic aspects of the
sentences were covered using knowledge-based features [6],
corpus-based features [7], alignment-based features [8] and,
literal-based features [4]. Though the text-based automatic
evaluation is nearing the reliable deployment in the university education system, handwritten answers are not yet
amenable for their processing. Evaluation of handwritten
answers needs a significant advance in computer vision
algorithms (e.g., word segmentation and recognition). A
natural direction to evaluate the handwritten answers is to
convert into textual content and then exploit the advances
in the text-based automatic evaluation. While the optical
character recognizer (OCR ) can reliably recognize printed
text, offline handwritten text recognizer for unconstrained
vocabulary are not robust enough for the practical use due
to the inherent complexity of a handwritten word image.
However, one can resort to image-based matching methods (popularly known as word spotting [9]) for matching
with the textual content. More recently, with popularization of deep architectures [10], [11] and introduction of
synthetic data [1] for training, there has been a significant
improvement in both recognition and word spotting in multiwriter handwritten documents. In this work, we capitalize
on this success of deep features and develop our automatic
handwritten evaluation framework. There have been only

Figure 2: A sample answer. a) Question from university
exam, b) student’s handwritten answer, with word spotting,
c) keywords from textual reference answer and, d) keywords
after query expansion.

fewer attempts to address the problem of handwritten text
assessments. Srihari [12] proposed a method for automatic
scoring of short essays from reading comprehension tests.
They presented an end to end pipeline with handwriting
recognition, tri-grams based contextual post processing and
scoring methods using a latent semantic analyzer and a
neural network. This semi-supervised evaluation approach
with handwriting recognition can have errors in transcription thereby reducing the accuracy of the system. Other
attempts [13] in this space are also restricted to handwritten
comprehension with semi-supervised evaluation and does
not discuss much on context analysis.
II. S CORING BY W ORD S POTTING IN I MAGES
We developed our scoring model based on a word spotting. Here, our interest lies in finding the matching score
between the keywords associated with the Textual Reference
Answer (TRA) and Handwritten (HW) document images,
written by different writers in an unconstrained setting. Word
spotting is typically formulated as a retrieval problem where
the query is an exemplar image (query-by-example), and the
task is to retrieve all word images with similar content. It
uses a holistic word image representation which does not
demand character level segmentation. Many of the popular
features [14] are limited for the multiple-writer scenarios
due to high intra-class variations. Such a problem is now
successfully addressed using CNN features [1], [15] for
handwritten word images. In this work, we used architecture
inspired by HWNet-v2 [1] which is pre-trained on a large
corpus of synthetic handwritten word images and later finetuned on IAM dataset [16]. The HWNet-v2 is a ResNet34

Figure 3: Samples of word spotting improvements with our context retrieval enhancements. i) Word spotting with ground
truth keywords, ii) with query expansion and, iii) LDA with query expansion. We observe an improvement in the number of
keywords detected for question “How are training, validation and testing datasets useful in machine learning?”

network with 4 ResNet blocks and two fully connected
(FC) layers as penultimate layers instead of global average
pooling, as proposed in original ResNet architecture [17].
The model is further fine-tuned on the training datasets
created by us (Section IV-A) to learn the natural variations
in writer styles.
A. Keyword Extraction
A primary source of keywords for word spotting is the
Textual Reference Answer (TRA) provided by instructors for
each question. Keywords are either manually annotated by
the examiner from TRA or extracted from TRA using NLP
techniques. From the linguistic aspect, the building blocks
of a sentence is a noun phrase (NP) and a verb phrase (VP).
NP represents topics or subjects/objects in a sentence, while
VP describe some action between the subject/objects in a
sentence. We used the keywords from both NP and VP since
they can sufficiently describe the topic and hence the context
is derived from them. We used Stanford core NLP tools [18]
like POS tagger and sentence parser to extract keywords from
textual reference answer. The keywords thus extracted are
further filtered by the examiner by intuition and experience,
if required.
We match the keywords in the image space. For image
matching, we synthesize the images from keywords of TRA
using multiple synthetic fonts. Given the keyword images,
we extract the corresponding features from a model trained
on word spotting task. Later, we do word spotting on
segmented answer images from answer sheets using nearest
neighbor search with a threshold for image matching set
empirically. We observed that our model performs with an
accuracy of 82% on word-spotting task on our dataset (more
details later).
Although the performance seems reasonable, we show in
the next section that given the nature of our problem, we can
further improve the word spotting performance by restricting
the vocabulary to a particular domain. A grading framework

solely dependent on keywords from textual reference answer
would be unable to detect semantically relevant keywords,
thus marking multiple answers invalid. Figure 2 demonstrates an example of a handwritten answer with just the
reference answer based keywords and semantically related
keywords. In the next section, we present our enhancements
to address these issues.
III. E NHANCEMENTS
A. Self Supervised Word Spotting
It is a well-known fact that CNN trained for a related task
could be adapted or fine-tuned to get reasonable and even
state-of-the-art performance for new tasks [19]. In our case,
we use a similar strategy where we reformulate the problem
of word spotting from generic vocabulary to word classification limited to question/reference answer specific keywords.
While grading a specific question, we are interested in doing
accurate word spotting only on a set of words that are
semantically related to the TRA (discussed in Section III-B).
Since the domain of keywords for a specific question is
limited (approximately 5-25 words), we fine-tune the model
to spot these limited keywords more accurately. We froze
all the layers of the model (discussed in Section II) except
the FC layers, replacing softmax layer to match the number
of new keywords and fine-tune the model with very low
learning rate. For generating the training data automatically
from the keywords of TRA, we use synthetic handwritten
fonts as suggested in [1]. This process repeats for every
new question and its reference answer (TRA). We refer this
as self-supervised word spotting where the entire process
happens without any external human supervision.
B. Contextual Query Expansion
Word spotting using keywords from TRA provides baseline scores for the evaluation. However, students are likely to
use paraphrasing with synonyms and acronyms in answers

Figure 4: Example of results obtained from querying the
search engine. We can observe contextually relevant terms
in definitions along with query terms.

which can make automatic evaluations difficult. Alternatively, we can expand keywords using knowledge-based
sources like WordNet and Thesauri but can result in false
positives due to underlying ambiguity in word senses which
could be only resolved by understanding the context. Other
sources like Wikipedia articles, query reformulation logs and
search results obtained from the web (together called as
corpus-based sources) provides a set of contextual texts that
are used to expand the original sparse keyword representation [20]. In our experiments, we use web search results to
expand our query representations.
Query expansion is formulating a given query to retrieve
a relevant document or information retrieval. It involves
finding various semantically related words from words in a
query such as synonyms, antonyms, meronyms, hyponyms,
and hypernyms. It also involves a pre-processing step of
stemming the queried words and automatically fixing the
spelling errors. We observed that the keywords embedded
in a question and textual reference answer could help in
understanding the context and hence narrow down extraction
of contextually relevant information significantly. We run
constructed query of words against a Bing search engine’s
index and retrieve the top 500 documents [21]. The titles and
descriptions from results are then concatenated and used as
our expanded keyword representation.
In Figure 4, we show portion of the expanded representation for the short text segment “ensemble learning”.
As we see, this expanded representation has many contextually relevant terms, such as “Bagging”, “Boosting” and
“AdaBoost” that are not present in the surface keyword
representation. To pick the most informative keywords from
these results, we first weight each expanded keywords using

Figure 5: The figure shows an example from the SE dataset
where words are classified into POS tags. Word images with
the transcribed text and their POS tags are available during
train and testing.

TF - IDF scores and select only the top-N words. In another
approach, we considered a query as “topic” and Latent
Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [22] is used on query results
(documents) to form a cluster of words that often occur
together. Using contextual clues, topic models can connect
words with similar meanings and distinguish between uses of
words with multiple meanings. We used MALLET framework
[23] for topic modeling.

C. POS Tagging and NER
Despite the usage of a good semantic query expansion
methods, we may not to retrieve the necessary keywords
every time. Since we are working on automated short answer evaluation, keywords are not always relevant. Boolean
answers are not uncommon in assessments and at times an
adverb like “not” can change the meaning of the answer
despite presence of keywords. Hence, parts of speech (POS)
tagging and named entity recognition (NER) on handwritten
document images are helpful as an extra set of features
for automated evaluation. POS and NER tagging is a NLP
problem, to parse a sentence and assign parts-of-speech
tags per word and classify the words into pre-defined entity
categories such as the names of people, streets, organizations, dates, etc. POS tagging and key phase detection
(Figure 5) from document image is quite difficult without
transcription to text. However, such detection is essential
since handwritten text recognition is not yet perfected and
hence NLP tools cannot be used directly [24]. We used
POS tags and named entities spotted from the student’s
answers as additional features to model and automatically
evaluate the student handwritten answers. For this, we used

Experiments
Base Keywords
QE on Question
QE on Question & TRA
TF - IDF based QE
LDA based QE

CRD dataset
P
R
F1
0.61
0.78
0.68
0.65
0.70
0.67
0.70
0.75
0.72
0.71
0.76
0.73
0.71
0.78
0.74

P
0.84
0.71
0.73
0.71
0.70

CD dataset
R
F1
0.80
0.82
0.54
0.61
0.55
0.63
0.48
0.57
0.51
0.59

P
0.72
0.70
0.68
0.70
0.71

SE dataset
R
F1
0.63
0.67
0.62
0.66
0.60
0.64
0.68
0.69
0.65
0.68

Table I: The table show results for all experiment methods using base features on CRD, CD and SE datasets. The experiments
are listed on the left. QE stands for query expansion, P for precision, R for recall and F1 for F1-score.
Experiments
Base Keywords
QE on Question
QE on Question & TRA
TF - IDF based QE
LDA based QE

CRD dataset
P
R
F1
0.67
0.79
0.72
0.65
0.69
0.67
0.70
0.72
0.71
0.69
0.85
0.76
0.71
0.77
0.74

P
0.64
0.64
0.63
0.71
0.62

CD dataset
R
F1
0.75
0.69
0.73
0.68
0.79
0.70
0.60
0.65
0.78
0.69

P
0.63
0.64
0.66
0.66
0.70

SE dataset
R
F1
0.72
0.67
0.75
0.69
0.64
0.65
0.75
0.70
0.74
0.72

Table II: The table show results for all experiment methods using semantic features on CRD, CD and SE datasets. The
experiments list is on the left. QE stands for query expansion, P for precision, R for recall and F1 for F1-score.

a method described in [25]–[27] where, a CNN + RNN
model architecture is used to take the advantage of sequential
knowledge in successive word images. We trained a similar
architecture on IAM dataset to detect POS tags and named
entities directly from word images segmented from the
handwritten text without transcribing word images to text.
We used 58 unique POS tags and 6 named entities obtained
using python based NLP tool named Spacy for tagging on
the datasets.
D. Features for Grading
Our aim is to design a solution that assigns a quantitative
score that is very similar to the score assigned by a human
instructor. We do this by training a neural network in a
supervised way on a set of features described below.
Base Features: The keywords spotted from TRA in
a student’s handwritten answer is the essential clue of its
proximity to the textual reference answer. We capture this
with (i) unique terms: the count of unique keywords from
TRA spotted in the students answer. (ii) keyword recall: the
ratio of unique terms spotted to count of actual keywords in
TRA and (iii) word count: the number of words segmented
from the text. We refer to these three features as the BASE
FEATURES .
Lexical Features: We also capture the features related
to the lexical complexity. They are (iv) tokens: the total
number of terms from the ground truth keywords (from TRA)
spotted, including term repetitions This feature characterizes
the student’s domain vocabulary knowledge (and not the
common words). These features are like noun phrases and
repeated n-grams [5] captured by a parser on a transcribed
text. (v) unique terms - token ratio: the ratio of the number
of the unique terms spotted, to that of tokens [28]. The
purpose of this feature is to capture the excessive use of

keywords to enlarge the answer artificially instead of the
precise description.
Syntactic Features: We use the following features to
capture the syntactic clues from the images using word
spotting. (vi) words length: a simple word count obtained
after segmentation of handwritten answer image after filtering out anomalies based on word image size. (vii) term
strength: the purpose of this feature is to count the number
of unique terms in the answer and standardize this count
with the total number of words in the essay. (viii) token
strength: the purpose of this feature is to count the tokens in
the answer and standardize this count with the total number
of words in the essay. It captures the strength of prioritized
usage of the contextual words instead of simple words.
NLP Features: We capture the semantic clues by
measuring the organization of the answers in terms of the
presence of named entities and its supporting keywords
in phrase or sentence. We used the method described in
Section III-C to classify the words into their respective POS
and named entity tags. We used the following features to
capture the semantic clues. (ix) nouns phrase ratio: ratio of
nouns and adjectives spotted in students answer, with respect
to nouns and adjectives in textual reference answer (TRA).
(x) verb phrase ratio: ratio of verbs and adverbs spotted in
students answer, with respect to verbs and adverbs in textual
reference answer (TRA). (xi) named entities match count:
total count of named entities matched between students answer and textual reference answer. Features described from
(iv) to (xi) are together referred as SEMANTIC FEATURES.
With all these features computed from the student handwritten answers, we train a simple multi-layered neural
network to predict the human score. We trained the network
using mean squared error (MSE) loss and stochastic gradient
descent (SGD optimizer to predict a score in the range [0, 1].

IV. E XPERIMENT R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION
A. Datasets
To validate our method, we collected handwritten answers
to a set of questions from school and college students. We selected questions from three domains: machine learning, operating systems, and basic science. We choose these domains
due to the matured vocabulary of these areas and presence of
enough Internet resources. The questions are mostly descriptive, listing or differences based. Typical answers are one to
four sentences long. Examples of questions in our dataset
are: (a)“What are the roles of training, validation and test
datasets in machine learning?” (b)“Why is dimensionality
reduction is very popular in many machine learning solutions
as a pre-processing step?” Examples of handwritten answers
is shown in Figure 3. In all these cases, a human evaluated
the answer first, and the human score is normalized to [0, 1],
and used as a signal for the supervision or the evaluation. We
created corresponding textual reference answer and textual
students answers separately for validation.
Class Room Dataset (CRD): This dataset consists of
answers from an actual university examination. We describe
the details in Table III. This dataset consists of a set of 6
questions answered by 96 students in an examination. The
total number of answers extracted is 576. An independent
human evaluator HE provided a score [0, 1] based on the
correctness of the answer.
Controlled Dataset (CD): We created this dataset in an
artificial class environment wherein 15 students participated
to answer 10 questions. This dataset has simple questions, to
imitate complexity of questions in high schools and colleges.
As described in Table III, we obtained a limited dataset of
150 answers from this exercise. This dataset have images,
their corresponding text and the human scores.
SciEntsBank Dataset (SE): The textual corpus was created as a part of Joint Student Response Analysis and Recognizing Textual Entailment Challenge in text domain [29].
The task is to develop models for automating the assessment
of student responses to questions in the science domain.
Of the two datasets provided, we used SciEntsBank Dataset
(SE) for our third experiment, since this dataset contains a
single reference answer provided by an expert instructor to
every question and a clear demarcation in answer evaluation.
The evaluation of datasets are given in three formats: i)2way, ii)3-way and iii)5-way evaluation schemes where labels
focused on correctness and completeness of the response
content. We evaluated student answers against the reference
answer, using the 2-way evaluation scheme which classifies
the answer either as “correct” or “incorrect”.
The SciEntsBank test corpus has about 5835 responses to
196 assessment questions in 15 different science domains.
The test corpus is further divided into Unseen Answers
(UA), Unseen Questions (UQ) and Unseen Domains (UD).
We selected a subset of 69 questions from complete test

corpus based on simplicity of answers and converted the
corresponding multiple textual answers provided per question in the dataset, into 3152 handwritten student answers
with the help of 12 students. We chose this dataset due to
its relevance in the research community for ASAG task. This
dataset also covers a broader domain of science and not just
subject based question answers as in our earlier datasets.
Controlled
No. of Students
No. of Questions
Total Answers
Class Room
No. of Students
No. of Questions
Total Answers
SciEntsBank Handwritten
No. of Students
No. of Questions
Total Answers

Count
15
10
150
96
6
576
12
69
3152

Table III: Details about the datasets used in our experiments
- Controlled, Class Room and SciEntsBank.

B. Evaluation Methodology and Metrics
We quantitatively evaluated performance of the automatic
evaluation (AE) exhaustively. The experiments do not consider the accuracy of segmentation in reporting evaluation
metrics. We compare performance of our solution with that
of human evaluation (HE) in the following way. First, we
normalize the AE and the HE scores to a binary [0, 1] value
to reflect notation of “correct” and “incorrect” answers. Note
that the AE and the HE scores are in the range of [0, 1].
Since even a low score from HE reflects certain degree of
correctness in students answer, we lowered the threshold θ to
0.25 from 0.5 when converting to a binary range. Automatic
evaluation is valid, if both the human and algorithm scores
match. Otherwise, we consider AE as incorrect. We then
compute, precision, recall and F1-score for the automatic
evaluation.
C. Qualitative Results
We conducted 5 different experiments based on the keywords from TRA and keywords using different query expansion methods described in Section III-B. These experiments
were conducted first with BASE FEATURES and then with
SEMANTIC FEATURES , as shown in Table I & II. The
first experiment Base Keywords was with keywords from
TRA . In the second, both verb phrases and noun phrases
extracted from the question are used in Query Expansion
on Question experiment. This experiment sets the platform
for unsupervised evaluation where keywords are from the
question but not TRA, and therefore human intervention is
not required fro creating a TRA. We used bing search API to
query the keywords from the question. The results were tokenized, converted to lower case, stop words were removed,

and top 15 most repeating words were extracted and used
as query words for word spotting. The model is trained on
features obtained from the expanded representation. In the
Query Expansion on Question & TRA experiment, the
relevant query words are extracted from web, based on the
keywords from both question and TRA. An example of query
expansion is seen in Figure 4. Not all keywords are equally
important in the context of a question. Hence, we performed
a Weighted Query Expansion experiment with top-N keyword weights calculated from search result documents using
TF - IDF scores. We conducted another experiment using LDA
based Query Expansion from search results.
Base Features based Evaluation: We demonstrate the
assessment performance using just BASE FEATURES obtained using the method described in Section II. We used
total word count, unique keyword count and keyword recall
as features for training and testing the model. Each dataset is
split into training and testing sets, and we use the prediction
from trained model to evaluate the answer as valid or invalid.
Prediction probability, which is in the range of 0 and 1 is
used as our grading score, as described in Section IV-B.
From Table I, we observe high precision scores across most
of the experiments. We observed better performance using
query expansion methods on CRD (using LDA) and SE (using
TF - IDF) datasets, but CD dataset has a better score with
base keywords. We attribute this due to presence of more
definition and list-based questions in CD dataset, where
keywords from TRA are sufficient and may not need query
expansion. We observed that the baseline method perform
poorly on the dataset of higher complexity (SE).
Semantic Features based Evaluation: In the second set
of experiments, we added semantic features mentioned in
Section III-D in addition to baseline features. From Table II,
it is evident that the accuracy of semantic features is better
than base features for the complex CRD dataset. We also
observed high recall scores across most of the experiments.
We argue that this is probably due to combination of an
increase in the number of features and keyword coverage
by query expansion methods. From the Table II, we observe
better performance using query expansion (LDA specifically)
methods on all the datasets. These experiments prove that
topic modeller trained on search query documents and
weighted query expansion methods (TF - IDF) has better key
terms for word spotting.
We observed from above experiments proves that the automation (semi-supervised) in keyword extraction from the
question and TRA using query expansion can help instructor
with evaluation and grading. The results in Table I & II
in general show that models trained on semantic features
perform better than the base features and query expanded
keywords provide better coverage of keywords for word
spotting based evaluation.

Figure 6: List of failure scenarios due to i) figures and
equations, ii) scratched lines, iii) improper word, character
spacing and, iv) text highlighting using boxes.

D. Discussion
Our method is a pipeline integrating information retrieval
and NLP based feature analysis. Errors in initial stages of
document image analysis gets propagated and impact evaluation scores to a certain extent. A primary limitation of our
work is the lack of comprehension of complex mathematical
equations and inferences, as shown in Figure 6. Tidiness
and organized answers also matter. Our prototype fails to
segment text with less spacing between words, high skew
and excessive word scribbling which are add up in word
count thereby effecting scores. Answers paraphrased with
simple non-technical terms were also found relatively hard
to evaluate. However, we hope that our approach with some
changes can address the grading requirements in a variety
of subjects across domains.
V. C ONCLUSION
We demonstrate an automatic evaluation scheme for handwritten answers with performance comparable to the human
evaluation. As a first step towards fully automating the
grading schemes, we believe our method can be an assistance
to the instructors, leveraging on the recent developments
in handwritten document processing space. Our framework
integrates ideas from information retrieval, natural language
processing, and feature-based word spotting for this task.
On real answers from a classroom, it provides scores that
correlate highly with the human evaluators. The method is
aimed at short descriptive answers, and it meets this purpose.
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